
Brought to you by the Dorset section VMCC 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to issue number eight of Lockdown News. Thank you for the feedback 
and nice comments; it’s nice to know we’re not wasting our time. And a huge 
round of applause to the contributors for their efforts, without you there 
wouldn’t be any LDN. We’ve even had a couple of ‘letters’ regarding previous 
articles, please feel free to write in! 
 
OK, time to grab a pot of coffee, settle back and enjoy.  
 
 
 
First up, a lovely contribution from Pete Dungey, remembering his building of a 
fine-sounding motorcycle. It’s fascinating to read about the casual registration 
procedures and makes me wonder how many ‘original, matching numbers’ 
machines out there are anything of the sort. I’ve always been far more 
interested in the motorcycle itself, rather than the paperwork, perhaps I was 
born too late! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE BIRTH OF 
A TIGER 



About 30 years ago, my friend DJ called to say that he’d finally been offered a 
Triumph Speed Twin that he’d lusted after for years. Many years prior, whilst at 
Armours exhausts, the owner was chatting about his Triumphs and mentioned 
that he owned a 1937 model, one of the earliest made. He went on to say that 
his brother owned the very first one and if he could raise the cash… 
 
 
Before anyone else heard about it, I jumped in my van, collected my friend and 
we drove down from Yeovil to Bournemouth as quickly as we could.  We were 
then shown the bike in question, which was complete and appeared to have all 
the correct Triumph parts fitted. The engine didn’t even have a full number, just 
an ‘X’ for experimental; but that’s another story! A deal was struck and included 
two spare gearboxes and some quantity of crankcases. On the way back home, 
I discovered that one set of crankcases were from a very early Tiger 100 and we 
resolved to try and build a complete bike around them, like DJ’s 1939 model he 
already owned.  
 
 
The build begins 
 
 
Right! I had some crankcases and by chance had a vast amount of early Triumph 
twin parts in my garage.  Sorting through my pile I unearthed a Gearbox, clutch 
assembly, primary covers, oil tank, front mudguard, 20” front wheel, 19” rear, 
chainguard, side and rear stands and a set of 1” handlebars, complete with 
switches (blimey Pete, how big is your shed?-ed). I also found a huge chrome 
headlamp, rear number plate assembly with lifting handle, front number plate, 
a horn and two saddles! Back then, of course, there was no ebay or internet to 
help you find parts, so you tended to hoard items.  
 
 
Later, in Taylor’s of Misterton, I got chatting to a young lad from East Chinoch 
who mentioned that he owned a rigid Triumph frame and that it might just be 
for sale! That was acquired and soon after I bumped into a friend from Bristol 
who had an unused 3-gallon petrol tank. Painted cherry red and un-chromed, it 
was nonetheless the correct item for a 1939 T100. I now owned the bare bones 
of a motorcycle. 
 
 



At the next Somerset autojumble (still going strong-ed) a trader was selling 
some girder forks, advertised as being for an Ariel, but the pattern of the check 
springs identified them as 1939 Tiger, so another large piece of the puzzle had 
been found. I still needed a rear mudguard, but at the time they were 
unavailable anywhere. I did, however, find some new trailer mudguards, of the 
right diameter and profile, but obviously made without the centre ridge of the 
Triumph. I bought six -just in case! 
 
 
The next job was to make a special tool. Taking two old flywheels, I machined a 
groove in one and a matching ridge on the other. After making up a frame and 
handle to hold them (you make it sound so easy-ed) I now had a Triumph 
mudguard making machine!  
 
 
Triumphs were plentiful, so I was confident of being able to secure the parts to 
build the engine. I soon found a good barrel and valves and pistons were not 
difficult to find, either. I’d also decided to fit 3134 racing camshafts; this bike 
was for riding! The only good crank I could find was either from a T110, or 
possibly a 6T; a longer stroke. I thought I’d try it anyway. I assembled the parts 
and the complete engine rotated freely and made few, if any, funny noises.  
 
 
Moving onto to more details, I recovered both saddles and made up a new 
wiring loom. I even found some barrel-shaped springs for the saddle. New wheel 
rims and spokes matched the new tyres and tubes and new control cables were 
made up. Back to Armours for a set of exhaust pipes before tackling the 

silencers. DJ offered to 
provide a detailed 
drawing, on the 
understanding I’d 
make him a set as well.  
These needed to be 
megaphones with 
removable ends, thus 
suitable for road use as 
well. I made four and 
sent them away to be 
plated.  
 



 
I already had the inspection light that fits the tank panel along with the Ammeter 
and ‘Eureka’ Oil Pressure gauge, so it was time for painting! John Burton lined 
the fuel tank and mudguard centre ridges and the bike was finished in time for 
its first proper ride out- the Somerset Croscombe Trial.  
 
 
Out on the ride, I felt the time had come to give it a proper blast. As the speed 
steadily increased it started to roar and suddenly, the bike leapt forwards as if it 
had been turbocharged! It dawned on me that the megaphone design was to 
provide exactly this kick; it was the first time I’d experienced such an effect.  
 
 
I rode a large number of VMCC events on this bike in those days. About twenty 
of us from Dorset and Somerset sections would meet up and ride together most 
Sundays. On the inevitable ‘burn ups’ my T100 would always prove to be the 
fastest. DJ would complain that it was due to him being heavier than me and 
mutter about different gearing; I didn’t have the heart to tell him that I also had 
racing cams and a 650 crank!  

 



Before the build was quite finished, thoughts turned to registering the machine. 
I went to see ‘JC’ in Somerset to see if he had a suitable log book (how times 
change-ed) and he found one for a 1939 Triumph 350, complete with a Bristol 
registration- DHU 972. 
 
 
On a run to Land’s End one day (that would involve in my needing to stop MANY 
times for cake- ed) we broke for lunch en route. On emerging from the café a 
coach had parked alongside our bikes and a pair of elderly gents were examining 
my bike very carefully. One asked “Is that your bike, son?” I replied it was and 
he told me that the last time he’d seen that number plate it was on his friend’s 
350 Triumph in Bristol!  
 
 
Someone, somewhere, now has a sparkling, megabucks Triumph Bitsa!  
 
 
 
 
WE HAVE MAIL! 
 
Following on from the (entirely reasonable and wholly justified-ed) 
condemnation of those cheating Germans in the B M-S Velocette article, we 
have received an inevitable howl of outrage from one such twin-potter: 
 
A BMW Rider Replies 
 
Hello handsome and brilliant editor (I may have changed that a little-ed) 
 
Don't know where the story of BMW attempting to break Velocette's record 
with a bike that was measured as a 600 but declared as a 500 came from but it's 
simply untrue. Prior to the Velocette attempt the record was held by a 500cc 
BMW R50 ridden by a team of French riders. BMW, with a team from MLG 
attempted to break the record with an R69S failing at the first attempt due, if 
memory serves me, to a crash, succeeding at the second attempt raising the 
record to just over 109mph. Whilst the cycle parts were the responsibility of 
MLG the R69S engine for the attempts was prepared in the factory race shop 
and shipped to MLG. There is no way the company would have risked its 
reputation knowing that the engine would be stripped and measured after the 
attempt. Subsequently the record-breaking BMW went on to win the Silverstone 



6 hour race and the Barcelona 24 hours. Contrary to press and Internet reports 
it did not win the Thruxton 500 mile race in 1961 as it retired with a broken inlet 
cam follower. The race was won by Tony Godfrey riding Alec Bennett's 650 
Triumph. BMW did of course win the 1959 Thruxton race with an R69 (Reg.No 
WLT 171) ridden by Peter Darvill. 
 
I bet you knew you'd get a response when you wrote your comment! 
Regards, 
Ian.  
 
Next, a follow up on the Fizzy article from Andy Jones, GIANTS run participant: 
 
My Fizzy Tale 
 
Just read your Fizzy story. Very good and it took me back to the same era. I had 
a sh*te brown Fizzy. I spent a year with it while it did it's absolute best to put 
me off biking for good and may well have succeeded but...  
 
One Saturday afternoon a clattering roar materialised outside my parents’ 
house. My mate Elsie (Mick El***) turned up on a Kawasaki 400 S3. Elsie is about 
18 months older than me, so he was in proper bike country and I was still stuck 
in fizzy land. A run out was soon agreed and I hopped on the back. Before we 
left the village I knew where the future lay.  
Where did we go? The next village of course but... The next village was the rather 
posh village of Cringleford and there Mick decided he needed some fags or 
something at the shop. Outside the shop were two young ladies with horses, the 
type who went to one of the city grammar schools (Mick and I didn't) and 
normally I would have cowed away from the haughty and judgemental glances. 
But today, it was different. Elsie, no.6 burning brightly, engaged them in 
conversation, offering them a cigarette (refused) and steaming on regardless 
about life etc. I expected them to be laughing but beggar me, they weren't...  
They were plainly fascinated by Mick and that damned Kwacka and he was 
making real progress with the tall one. My goodness me though, the other one 
was cute and she wasn't laughing or being haughty I knew then, where the 
future was and suddenly studying to be an electrical engineer etc, and the 
rewards that might well offer might be worth it, and it kind of was. 
 My apprenticeship was the first time I ever made an effort and it provided me 
with a living, sometimes a very good living, for the next thirty years. I still tell my 
very elderly Mum that bikes, despite what everyone said (you know, the 
sensible, boring types) actually got me qualified and working--something always 



needed money spending on it after that. Bikes, and then cars, and stereos, and 
girls, holidays, travel. Well you get the picture. 
 But it was bikes which started it. Oh and Elsie, we're still best friends, a lot has 
happened. He got married, had a family, stayed married and we see each other 
a couple of times a year and compare aches and pains. He always was extremely 
popular with the ladies, good looking chap that he is. When my partner met him 
for the first time, she commented afterwards: 'your friend Mick is a very good 
looking man.' Ho hum, some things never change. 
 
 
An excellent story, Andy! If you can bear it, read on for part two of my story- 
being seventeen. 
 
 
 
 
  Next, Maurice gets inside a Chrono.                                      
 
 A HANDY SON 
 
I had a text from my son Robert 54, who lives in Surrey, last week telling me that 
the Speedometer on his back and forth to work transport had stopped working. 
This was ironic as about a month earlier we had been discussing, via text, the 
complexities of the mechanism of the chronometric speedometer. This may 
have been triggered by an article on the subject that appeared in the motoring 
press recently. 
 
I said during those chats that I had a rough idea how it worked as follows: 
The continuously rotating drive cable from the engine, gearbox or one of the 
road wheels turns the speedometer input shaft.  
 
At a steady road speed a friction spindle in the mechanism continuously engages 
and disengages with a disc on another spindle allowing the pointer (Needle) to 
remain stationary and indicate the road speed. 
 
The system which controls this action is quite complex and consists of an 
escapement mechanism, balance wheels and springs and two ratchet wheels 
and pawls. 
He said he was the same but I think he had a much clearer picture in his mind of 
what was actually happening than I did. 



 

 
 
Robert rides a1952 Norton Big4 all year round in all weathers to a local 
engineering company. This includes the present lockdown period in his capacity 
as a Key worker. 
 
I have attached some photos of the work Robert carried out to identify and 
rectify the fault in the speedometer on the Big4. 
 
 
 
Before: 

 

 

 

 
After: 

 
 

 
 
 



Also some of the information he dug up relating to the 
chronometric mechanism. 
   
 

The gearwheel that failed was 
made of ‘Tufnol’ Synthetic 
Resin Bonded Fabric (SRBF). 
The replacement wheel is 
plastic (polyethylene). 
   

 
 
 
The Speedometer was working fine a week later. 
 
 
Maurice McGladdery   
 
 
 
 
 
ANOTHER BIKE? Where does Ian put all these bikes he’s building or already 
completed. Is there some huge underground lair, like a James Bond villain? We 
should be told… 
 
 

Dawson's Motor Works. By Ian Clarke.  

In the early '80's, having built two Cotton Telstar's, I always scoured the adverts 
in MCN every Wednesday morning searching for any parts I thought might be 
useful to keep them running. One Wednesday I spotted an advert for a DMW 
Hornet race bike priced at £125. As the bike seemed cheap, and was located 
fairly close to where I lived at that time, I thought it was worth a look. When I 
got there I found the Hornet (Chassis No 35) fitted with a CZ motocross engine 
rather than the 4speed Starmaker unit it left the factory with. What followed 
was one of the many mistakes I've made throughout my life. I had several spare 
Starmaker race engines so I negotiated a deal to buy the bike, minus the engine, 
for £100. Of course, with hindsight and knowing the current value of CZ 
motocross engines, I should have paid the asking price and taken the engine. 
Anyway I took the rolling chassis back home to Warwick and stored it in the back 
of the garage.  



When I did get round to looking at it and assessing what was missing, other than 
the engine/gearbox unit and the fairing mountings, it was absolutely complete 
even down to the original Jakeman fairing and rear mudguard section. The CZ 
engine had its drive chain on the opposite side to the Starmaker, which drives 
from the nearside, so the rear suspension fixings had been removed the square 
tubed arm turned upside down and new brackets brazed on. Once the arm was 
removed it wasn't a lot of work with the oxy-acetylene torch to remove the old 
fittings turn it over and replace two new supports in the 'correct' position. 

 

 Likewise the fixed engine plates which had been modified to take the CZ, new 
plates to fit the Starmaker were soon made and brazed in. The expansion 
chamber was more of a problem as, over the years, it had been severely 
damaged and thus would be difficult to repair. At that time I'd lent one of my 
Telstar's to a friend so he could enter Classic events. He worked in the 
experimental department at the Rover Co. in Solihull and said remaking the 
exhaust wouldn't be a problem if I could get the front bend made for him. This I 
did and a few weeks later I had a perfect replica of the original system. All that 
remained was to paint all the bits and assemble it. I was running a Scimitar GTE 
painted 'Highland Purple' and had sufficient cellulose paint of that colour to 
spray part of the fairing and the rear mudguard section. The frame and the other 
parts of the fairing I sprayed silver. I'm ashamed to confess that although the 
bike was rebuilt ready to start and ride in the mid '80s I've never actually run it 
although I have turned the engine over from time to time. 

 

 
Whilst still restoring this one I went to DMW's works in Sedgley, Wolverhampton 
looking for parts, not to complete my bike but merely as useful spares. Upstairs 
in the factory was a 500cc Typhoon, basically an overgrown Hornet with 2 
coupled 250cc engines. One version used Starmaker barrels and parts whilst the 
one I was looking at had Royal Enfield GP5 barrels and heads. My offer to buy 
the bike was politely refused but I did end up spotting what I thought at the time 
was a new Hornet frame hanging from the rafters, so for £30 that went home 
with me. It turned out that the frame was designed to take the Alpha Centuri 
engine, a twin cylinder 250cc racing engine made by Alpha Bearings and raced 
by Dave Browning, Mike Cutler (son of one of the founders of Alpha) and others. 
Finding an Alpha engine and the 5speed Albion gearbox to go with it was going 



to be nigh on impossible but fortunately other than the engine plates the frame 
was identical to that on my own Hornet.  

 

The cycle parts weren't going to be that difficult as most of the parts I needed 
could be copied from my complete bike and fabricated in my own workshop. 
Metal Profile forks (incidentally MP was owned by DMW) were still readily 
available although the central damped forks of the Hornet proved to be very 
difficult to find so later MP forks were bought. DMW fitted their own brakes 
during production, a 6" double sided front brake and a 6"single sided rear, but 
some owners and possibly DMW themselves had used other different makes so 
I'd do the same. Then a 6 speed Starmaker engine/gearbox unit was offered for 
sale in Salisbury and purchased for £80, determining the power plant I'd use so 
the frame plates were removed and replaced with ones to take this unit. The 
square section swinging arm was very easy to fabricate as there was a pattern 
to work from on the original bike whilst Peter Keyte in Pershore made a new 
tank in aluminium to the original pattern and David Whiteside, who was 
campaigning a Hornet in classic racing at the time, had some fairings and 
mudguard sections made. I now had all the parts required to build my second 
Hornet, but more than thirty years on and its still awaiting assembly.......  

 
 
 
 
And last and most certainly, least, having survived the Fizzy years, Paul Miles 
moves on to a real bike: 
 
Sweet seventeen and never been crashed 
 
 
In the first article I mentioned how my Fizzy had been my first true love (well, 
apart from Wendy Billingsley, but that’s another story) and unlocked the two-
wheeled passion for me. But, being a typical teenager, I was incredibly fickle and 
disloyal, so the day I turned seventeen it was back to the dealers, this time Pride 
& Clark in Stockwell, to buy a bigger bike. They must have had a dozen shop units 
arrayed on either side of the road, all painted a faded red. We’d been there 
many times on our mopeds of course and then on to Gus Kuhn’s up the road to 
lick the windows at their display of exotica; but today wasn’t about MV Agusta 
or Norton Commandos; I was there to get a 250! 



 
The salesman pretended I was a grown-up and asked me how much I had to 
spend and “was there a part- exchange?”. We went outside and looked at my, 
somewhat tatty Fizzy and he sighed. “See that shop over there? Its stuffed wiv’ 
these, son” he said. What did I want? He then enquired. Well, I wanted a brand-
new Kawasaki KH250, all glitter paintwork and triple pipes gleaming in the 
endless sunshine I’d envisaged. But it turned out I could only just about afford a 
slightly battered 1973 Yamaha RD250, and that involved signing a contract with 
the devil at some excruciating rate of interest. Still, it was a 250, five times the 
capacity my Fizzy and therefore five times quicker, cooler and just...better.  
 
 

 
 
 
A few days later I took the Fizzy for its final journey, having previously removed 
all the tools and swapped a lot of my better bits over with my mates, after all, 
we’d agreed the price, so slightly bent handlebars and a torn seat were P&C’s 
problem now. My ‘new’ RD250 waited for me on the pavement, they’d not 
bothered to clean it, nor even put on the L-plates I’d asked for; let’s call it a draw. 
With the advice that there wasn’t a lot of petrol in the tank (Ha! They’d not 
checked the Fizzy, I’d pretty much coasted outside to a halt) I rode away to begin 
the next chapter.  



On the ride home my new-to-me bike certainly didn’t feel new, were the bars a 
bit twisted? Why does the front brake squeal? And so on, but jeez! It was fast. 
There were some initial teething issues with changing gear, the Fizzy was four 
down (or up, it was a long time ago) with neutral at the end, whereas the RD250 
was one down and five up. Six speed! Just imagine how fast I’ll be. Once home I 
gave the bike the mother of all cleans, it took all day and at the end I seemed to 
be the proud part owner (about 15% in fact) of a reasonable Yamaha. My soon-
to-be ignored Fizzy mates popped round on their 49cc hairdryer bikes and made 
all the right noises. “can I have a go?” asked one. Don’t be ridiculous, 250s are 
for men, not boys. “how fast did it go?” the speedo goes up to 105. And so on. 
It was a very good day.  
 
The next couple of 
weeks were spent 
learning how to ride a 
larger and more 
powerful bike, 
everything seemed to 
happen so much 
more quickly on a 
250. Most of my 
closer friends still 
rode mopeds and so I 
tried to ride with 
them, but it quickly 
became apparent that 
neither of us were enjoying the experience; they were too slow, I was too fast. 
Inevitably, I sought out the older lads who’d already ‘moved on’ and fell in with 
a motley collection of teenagers on larger bikes. Interestingly, ALL of them were 
riding Japanese bikes, nobody had British iron of any description. Mostly 250s, 
the Suzuki GT was most numerous, then Yamahas, with a smattering of Kawasaki 
triples to finish up with. Oh, and one guy on a Honda CB250 which used to be 
his brother’s. Gradually, the younger Fizzy boys moved up to the next age 
category and joined us, invariably riding similar types of bike. It’s interesting, 
looking back; I often read tales of first bikes being old BSAs left in a barn and 
revived, or bought from a front garden for a fiver. Our bikes were all new-ish 
and purchased on the never-never, despite us all being relatively impoverished 
and living in council accommodation. We seemed to be that first generation of 
flashy conspicuous consumption, at the vanguard of what I still feel was a true 
golden age for motorcycling, the late 1970s. 



 
 
Nothing remained standard for long and the Japanese bike café-racer culture 
was fast emerging. The Yamaha could stake a fair claim to being the TD2 road 
racer made legal and all sorts of go-faster bits became available. Dropped ‘Ace’ 
bars were virtually a requirement and once again our feet drifted back to the 
pillion footrests when going flat out. Cut down café racer seats looked as good 
then as they do now and several companies advertised such goodies in the 
weeklies or Bike magazine (the only one we read, often pinched from WH 
Smith). What we all wanted, though, were some expansion chambers, just like 
Kenny Roberts and there was a company called Sondel Sports who sold such 
things, as well as rearsets. One crash too many eventually did for the standard 
silencers and my dad was coerced into lending me the money (sorry dad) for a 
set of pipes.  
 
Matt black, they looked and sounded incredible. Problem was, they killed the 
performance. Previously, my RD250 had ‘done a genuine’ 100mph (88), now it 
was down to about 80. Catastrophe. One of the slightly older guys 
mentioned that my dilemma might be resolved by visiting 
that ‘little bike shop on the Putney Bridge 
road’, they had a dyno, apparently 
(dyno..saur?).  
 
 
 
I knew exactly where they meant and made the short trip down to a slightly 
dowdy-looking double unit with a few bikes parked outside. It was called Dresda 
Autos. Remember that kaleidoscopic bike I mentioned in part one? That was a 
Dresda too! I ended up spending more time than was entirely healthy there and 
started to meet older riders. Up until then, me and my ‘L plate mates’ considered 
ourselves to be pretty cool guys, riding real motorcycles. I soon realised that old 
people (some were over thirty!) also liked motorcycles and some of them had a 
lot more of both motorcycles and money than I did! The mechanic there took 
pity on me and I began to learn the importance of servicing my bike (and fitting 
larger main jets to go with my go-slower pipes) and why handling and brakes 
were (almost) as important as power. However, the shop was busy building fast 
specials with Honda and Kawaski fours a particular favourite, way outside the 
remit of a seventeen-year old student.  
 
 



My quarter-litre buddies had the right idea though. If your 250 wasn’t fast 
enough- just ride a bigger bike! The slight problem of still being learners didn’t 
really seem to hinder many of them and one of our gang rode his brother’s 
Kawasaki 500 triple (he was stationed in Germany with the Army), fitted with 
the side panel badges and number plates off his 250! The fast and furious 
Yamaha fix was to obtain, often via nefarious means, a set of barrels and pistons 
from the larger RD350. A straight swap, this conversion transformed the 250 
twins into rocket-ships and led to the donor RD350 being the UK’s most stolen 
motorcycle for a while. We were steadily getting faster. 
 
 
The elephant in the room remained, however, we were all still ‘learners’ and 
required by law to display L-plates and forbidden to carry passengers. The plates 
shrank in size, eventually truncating into small, red Ls wrapped on the front fork 
and rear shock, deliberately made as invisible as possible so as not to put off any 
girls who might be interested in a ride on the back. By now I’d discovered the 
joys of Streatham ice rink and had become a reasonable hockey player. We went 
to the rink every night and twice on Sunday, always by bike and the ‘lift home’ 
became quite the game, tying my skates to the saddle in such a way the vestigial 
L-plate was mostly obscured from the beady eyes of the police.  
 

 



 
 
 
Of course, just as with my Fizzy experiences I yearned for even more speed than 
the 250 could offer and read about the rumoured new Yamaha coming out in 
the near future- the RD400. I wanted one of these even more than I loved 
Debbie Harry- and that was a lot! In order to get it (the bike, not Blondie) I 
needed to pass my test, pronto.  Regarding my RD250 with a critical eye, I 
reasoned that a battered street racer with noisy expansion chambers, rearsets, 
ace bars and bereft of both mirrors and indicators, might not present the 
necessary ‘sensible’ image to the examiner. Luckily, one if the younger Fizzy boys 
had recently graduated to a bigger bike. His father recognised the craziness of 
the 250 stinkwheels and insisted he had a sensible four-stroke Honda, a 125cc 
at that. His, bright orange and three-day old CB125J was commandeered to take 
my test on and he took my noisy and full of street-cred 250 to college to impress 
his mates. A win/win.  
 
 
 
Taking the test in Teddington (made famous by Ernie, the fastest milkman in the 
west) on a rainy morning, I was instructed to ride laps around the block and at 
some point, the examiner would ask me to perform an emergency stop. 
Approaching a corner, riding appallingly because I was so nervous, I braked too 
hard, skidded and fell off! Quickly remounting, the only significant damage was 
to one mirror, which I 
unwound and threw into a 
nearby garden. I was 
expecting to be called in as 
there was no chance of 
passing one’s test if you crash, 
after all. Incredibly, the laps 
continued and eventually I 
spotted him, walking with a 
newspaper held aloft, despite 
the rain. By the time he’d 
wrestled the wet rag into a folded shape and stepped into the road I’d almost 
halted and luckily, this time stayed upright. We then headed to the kerb for my 
demonstration of slow riding machine control and I suddenly realised – he 
hadn’t seen me fall off! 
 



 
  
The last part of the test involved answering questions about road safety and he 

produced a flip book of 
images. As we went 
through them he 
noticed my cut knee, 
now bleeding copiously 
through my torn jeans. 
“are you ok, lad”? he 
asked, “it looks like 
you’ve had a crash” 
skimming the bike for 
obvious damage. Now, 
he KNEW I’d fallen off, 
but equally, I KNEW 
he’d not seen me, so I 

coolly replied “oh that? I 
did it yesterday, playing football, it’s nothing”. He looked at my face, then 
pointedly down at my bloody knee, then back to me, I returned his stare evenly 
and eventually we declared it evens. I’d passed- just.  
 
 
 
Handing over my pass certificate he advised me that a motorcyclist never stops 
learning, that a clear visor (not the bright blue Bob Heath monstrosity I was 
using) was the sensible choice in most weathers and lastly, playing football in 
jeans was never a good idea; delivered with a wink. That’s it, I’d passed. Next 
stop- the 103mph RD400, £599 with wire wheels or £660 inc VAT with alloys; a 
world first on a production bike. Not that I was obsessed, you understand. Roll 
on my 18th birthday later that year, as I couldn’t get insurance on it until then. 
The next twelve weeks were the longest of my life, but that’s another story … 
 
 
Want to hear it?  
 
 
 
 
 
 



GIANTS2 update. As you probably already 
know, we’ve made the decision to move the 
event to the reserve day - August 30th.  
Hopefully, the lockdown restrictions will 
have been eased sufficiently to allow this to 
go ahead. We usually have a few people who 
would like to take part in GIANTS but don’t 
currently have a suitable girder-forked 
machine to ride. So, if you do have a spare 
bike and would consider loaning it out to 
one of our section (who might even be a 
prospective customer if and when you 
decide to sell), please let one of the ‘Pauls’ 
know. Here’s a glimpse of the ‘thank you’ 
each participant will receive from our 
section for taking part and everyone- keep 
your fingers crossed!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
That’s your lot, keep well and stay safe, hopefully issue nine will be the last and 
we’ll finally be let out of jail.  
 

I JUST WANT TO RIDE MY BIKE! 


